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"Discover How To Quickly & Easily Maximize Your Email Opt-Ins, Have Your Visitors Tell You Exactly

What They Want To Buy From You - And - How To Create Great-Looking Minisites With Surprising

Ease..." Hi, I'm Louis Allport, How would you like to have a brand new "Squeeze Page" on your website

and collecting email addresses for you... in the next 30 minutes? That is what I'd like to show you -- how

to create a fully functional Squeeze Page, create a minisite for it, and have everything online in 30

minutes flat. Well, perhaps an hour if you prefer to work at a more leisurely pace. :-) Squeeze pages don't

have to be difficult to create ... even if you don't consider yourself technical in the least, but are

comfortable using the basic features of software like FrontPage or DreamWeaver (or even free software

like Nvu and Composer) that's all you need. It really can be a cinch to create fantastic looking Squeeze

Pages. And that's not all... Want Easy Money? Here's the formula to getting the easy money online: Sell

your visitors EXACTLY what they want to buy. Sounds simple right? And it can be. I'm going to show you

how to put together great-looking and VERY EFFECTIVE survey pages in less than an hour. These

special survey pages will get your visitors sending you information on EXACTLY what they want to spend

money on, right into your inbox. And once you have this info, the faster you can turn the survey answers

you receive into a product your visitors WANT to buy from you, the sooner and the bigger you'll cash in.

Why do you think million dollar marketers online ... even billion dollar companies like Microsoft SURVEY

their customers? Because it helps make them a LOT more money. I reveal exactly how to surprisingly

quickly and easily create Squeeze Pages and Survey Pages to boost your profits online -- and how you

can have these pages online in the next 60 minutes from right now! These deceptively powerful tactics

come in the form of five videos you view directly at your computer. I've called this set of coaching videos

Instant 'Squeeze Page' Mastery: These five videos come to a total playing time of 88 minutes. Here's

what each video is about: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video One (12

Minutes) The first video in this series talks you through a detailed introduction of Squeeze Pages and

Survey Pages, and also talks you through a number of very successful examples.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Two (16 Minutes) Here you'll discover
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a remarkably quick and easy way to build great looking and fully functional minisites in less than 20

minutes! These are the exact minisite building tactics a surprising number of millionaire marketers use

every day. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Three (19 Minutes) This

video will talk you through in detail how to create a Squeeze Page step-by-step, and it will also talk you

through the advanced 'website building' functionality of the popular Aweber system so that you can create

a brand new Squeeze Page in less than two minutes - plus - you'll discover an amazingly easy way to

boost your email opt-ins. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Four (14

Minutes) Here I talk you through how to create Squeeze Pages using the popular Get Response email

management service and how to fix the issues the Get Response system can add to your website.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Video Five (27 Minutes) Here I'll talk you

through exactly how to build a survey page that sucks all the information you want from your visitors. And

importantly - these survey pages are fully under your control and on your website (unlike all the survey

services out there) and I'll show you how to get every single response sent straight to your email inbox.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- For PC's Only - Not For Mac I must tell you

that this eBook only works (to my knowledge) on PC's. If your computer is running Microsoft Windows,

you won't have any trouble at all viewing this eBook successfully. However, if you're on a Mac you'll more

than likely have trouble viewing it. A Great Product + Resale Rights = BIG Profits For YOU I'm sure you

know there's a ton of eBook resale rights around these days. BUT - if you really want to make money

selling an eBook you have rights to, you need: A very high quality product. An effective sales letter. A

professionally designed website with great looking graphics. Now - this eBook is brand new. Get a copy

now, start promoting it immediately and you'll make the most profits. Wait a day or a week or a month,

and literally more and more profits will pass you by. Now, I'm certainly not saying this to brag, but I wrote

this sales copy, and my copy has sold hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of products online, if not

millions of dollars worth. AND - from very affordable eBooks like this one. Don't believe me? Then search

Google for "Louis Allport" and see what you find. Now, the Google index does fluctuate for many reasons.

But right now (as I'm writing this), I see several thousand websites selling my products. Even if each one

of those sites is selling just one copy of a $20 eBook a week that I wrote the copy for, that adds up real

quick. My copy and products have made many people a LOT of money over the past two years. They can

make YOU money too - all you need to do to get started is grab a copy of this product. And just by having



a copy of this product, you can sell it or present it pretty much any way you choose. You can even turn it

into a physical product by putting it onto a data CD or a DVD. This would make it a good way to sell on

eBay. It's totally up to you! Tags: plr, mrr
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